From:
Sent: 04 March 2016 09:31
To: Hyslop F (Fiona), MSP
Subject: Pentland Film Studio Proposal
Dear Fiona Hyslop,
I am writing to you in your position of Cabinet Secretary of Culture to request that
you consider the application - [cid:image001.png@01D17859.B1CD0180] - (Pentland
Film Studio) and approve it.
The Film and TV sector is in dire need of help in Scotland contrary to what is claimed
by Creative Scotland. I work in this field and know of the current state from direct
experience.
This sector thrives in other areas of the UK and there is a risk of this sector
disappearing in Scotland. I know of many productions in the last 6 months that have
decided not to come to film in Scotland because of a lack of studio and infrastructure.
Studios in N. Ireland, Wales, London, Yorkshire and Manchester are booked for years
with productions queuing for space whilst Scotland scrabbles together empty
warehouses to attract productions that decide to go elsewhere because of a lack of
studio.
I am a freelance Production Designer for Film and Television and I am well placed to
understand the huge benefits that this development would provide.
I grew up in Edinburgh, live in Scotland and work all over the world in Film and
Television.
Almost all of my work is done outside of Scotland primarily because there is no
Studio facility here. I have worked in South Africa, Rwanda, Germany, England,
Canada, United States, Hungary, Jordan, Sweden amongst others and all of these
places have purpose built studios for Film and TV. I have seen how these countries
and local areas to studios benefit economically and culturally from the facility of a
purpose built Film Studio.
I also work in Bristol (currently), London, Manchester, Yorkshire all because they
have studios.
You will know the rising global consumer demand for screen-based media is
increasing the requirement for specialist studio facilities of the type that The Pentland
Film Studios would provide.
Screen based industry has a current annual global spend of ?460 billion and is
projected to rise to ?628 billion by next year. Strong performance of the film market is
also highlighted by global box office receipts which now stand at ?32.6 billion, 65%
higher than ten years ago. Films produced in the UK made up 17% of these receipts.
At the moment Scotland doesn?t benefit at all from those financial rewards because
there is no studio and as a result production is minuscule here in Scotland compared
to elsewhere in the UK. There is an opportunity here to reap some significant rewards
in employment, finance, education and cultural activity for the Midlothian area should
this development be approved.
We may cite a few productions from within Scotland as an example of how well we
are doing but if we lift our heads beyond our locality our success pales into
insignificance to the rest of the UK. Its minuscule. Leavesdon, Pinewood,
Twickenham and Shepparton Studios are all booked with forthcoming productions for
the foreseeable future. We are missing out.
I can?t think of another proposal that could create similar benefits to the one proposed
by the Pentland Film Studio. For the Midlothian area the development would provide
new employment, education, revenue, status, cultural interest and excitement for the

local area of Midlothian and indeed Scotland as a whole.
A studio doesn?t just provide filming space for productions but acts as an anchor to
allow the sector to grow. Other facilities in the sector will thrive like ?Extra?s, Animal
Hire, Vehicle Hire, Catering, Hotel and Accommodation, Location facilities, Timber
supplies, Costume supplies, Graphic Design, Tourism, Transport etc etc (the list is
endless) as a result of major productions being attracted to the facility of a studio.
Scotland needs an infrastructure in the Film and TV sector that allows it to compete
with other areas of the UK that are currently benefiting from having such facilities.
I note that the Oil and Gas sector is getting help http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/14244167.Sturgeon_announces___12m_fund_t
o_retrain_oil_and_gas_staff_facing_job_losses/. The Film and TV sector could do
with the same support from the Scottish Government. We as a sector have been
struggling for decades and seen many job losses and relocation.
In this case we (Film and TV sector) are not asking for money but just a favourable
decision!
This is an opportunity for investment in infrastructure that will create employment.
This is an opportunity for cultural expression. This is an opportunity for a local
development plan that can serve the community for decades. This is an opportunity to
put Scotland on the map in the world of Cinema and the Creative Industries. This is
an opportunity that will cost the tax payer nothing!
The market for Film and Television is huge and is growing. Other areas within the
UK are benefiting from Studio Facilities where areas like Scotland is missing out.
This is an opportunity to put that right!
I look forward to your response,

From: Hyslop F (Fiona), MSP [mailto:Fiona.Hyslop.msp@parliament.scot]
Sent: 15 March 2017 09:45
To: Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs
Subject: FW: Culture Minister, MSP, Pentland Studios Project
-----Original Message----From: Patricia Hughes [mailto:patriciamhughes@icloud.com]
Sent: 14 March 2017 10:51
To: Hyslop F (Fiona), MSP <Fiona.Hyslop.msp@parliament.scot>
Subject: Culture Minister, MSP, Pentland Studios Project
Dear Ms Hyslop,
I have worked in the field of Culture all my life and have been a conservator for the
National Trust for Scotland amongst other conservation jobs.
I have been following the debate of the plans for a film studio opposite Ikea at
Straiton, land which has previously been mined and was green belt but no longer, and
is desired by Midlothian council.
It is beyond belief that the consultation on the Pentland Studios project is still
undecided, despite the elderly tenant farmer having been offered legal documentation
to live in his farmhouse until his death plus being given alternative fields and
compensation if he agrees to the plans. The biomass plant, if a real project for the
Studios, could be denied but to not accept this brilliant project bringing so very many
jobs to central Scotland at this time without using public funds would be insane and
give credibility to the claims of incompetence of the SNP governance. The Film
School and Digital Hub working with Napier is commendable.
My godson, educated first at school in Edinburgh works as a Story Developer in
Hollywood. His partner is Sarah Shechter, ex Warner executive CEO of the company
who make Supergirl and many other programs for Netflix. They are both very
enthusiastic about this project and would consider using this studio. I know several
Scots working in Hollywood and film who would love to come home and make this a
success particularly as these plans are the best on offer.
The developers are now considering withdrawing and taking their funding to another
country easier to work with because of all the filibustering from the Greens ( this land
is going to be built on whatever happens).
As someone who loves Scotland and has supported our heritage against personal
interest my whole life I do not want to find myself campaigning against indyref2 on
the grounds of total incompetence with regard to culture by the SNP,
Regards,
Patricia Hughes, Conservator retired.
Sent from my iPad
*********************************************************************

